
THE DIAGNOSIS AND TREATMENT OF LEG ULCERS 
 

Leg ulcers have a number of different causes. The majority are venous in  

origin (70%), the remainder being arterial (10%), mixed arterial-venous (10%) 

and uncommon causes such as malignancy, pyoderma, vasculitic and 

medication related. Assessment begins with a  comprehensive history to  

ascertain the temporal variation of the ulcer, what has already been tried 

therapeutically and what has resulted in improvement. The patient’s     

medical co-morbidities and risk factors are critical. Specifically ask about 

past DVT, cardiac conditions particularly failure, diabetes, hypertension and 

hypercholesterolaemia. 

 

The physical examination should begin by inspecting for changes of chronic 

venous insufficiency (skin staining and thickening, varicosities, oedema,    

inverted champagne bottle leg and gaiter ulcer distribution) and arterial 

insufficiency (distal ulcers, gangrene, cool, shiny and hairless skin). The ulcer 

itself must be inspected for exudate, malodour, depth and communication 

with bones that would imply osteomyelitis. Document the ulcer size with  

tracing or photography for ongoing comparisons. All legs with ulceration 

should be assessed for pulses and/or ankle brachial indices. 

 

Ultrasound is the mainstay of investigation. Duplex targeting venous           

insufficiency and arterial insufficiency is non-invasive and first line.              

Angiography or venography may be useful to plan an Interventional        

procedure. 

 

Venous ulcers are treated with a combination of dressings and compression. 

The goal of dressings is to sterilize superimposed infection and to provide an 

optimized fluid balance for cellular proliferation and healing. Sometimes a 

number of dressings must be trialed to find the right one. Compression is   

Initially with layered bandaging to reduce oedema and promote healing. 2 

to 4 weeks after healing these can be exchanged for below knee          

compression stockings, professionally fitted and worn during waking hours. A 

number of application devices are available for those that struggle. If full 

compression is not tolerated a modified version is trialed. 

 

Arterial and mixed ulcer treatment centers around risk factor control and 

improving perfusion. This can mostly be achieved with advanced              

endovascular techniques but occasionally patients  require surgical bypass 

operations. 

 

All leg ulcers that fail to heal promptly require vascular assessment. At Prince 

of Wales patients are first referred for consultant assessment in the rooms. 

Initial investigations and treatment are performed at either the public or   

private hospital followed by ongoing follow-up and management in our 

multi-disciplinary vascular ulcer clinic. 
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A. Venous valves when     

dysfunctional create venous 

hypertension and the     

typical changes seen. 

B. A typical  

arterial ulcer with 

gangrene  (left) 

contrasts with a 

typical venous 

ulcer (right) 

C Layered compression bandaging 

should be applied from toes to below 

knee and gives 30-40 mmHg of   

pressure 


